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Please email your completed report to: OSA.TEAM@OSA.GSI.GOV.UK 
Introduction 
 
1. Section 88P of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 
requires Local Authorities to make an annual report to the adjudicator. 
 
2. The School Admissions Code (the Code) at paragraph 6 sets out the 
requirements for reports by local authorities.  Paragraph 3.23 specifies what 
must be included as a minimum in the report to the adjudicator and makes 
provision for the local authority to include any other local issues. 
 
3. There are other matters concerning admissions, some suggested by 
local authorities, about which it would be useful to have a view.  Rather than 
undertake a separate exercise in which information is sought from local 
authorities, you are asked to include any relevant information in your report to 
the adjudicator.    
 
Completing the Template 
 
This template is designed to be completed electronically - boxes will 
expand as necessary. 
 
Throughout this report, please include middle deemed primary schools 
as for pupils up to age 11 and middle deemed secondary schools as for 
pupils over 11.  For schools that have children of primary and secondary 
age and are not designated as a middle school please record them as 
all-through schools. 
 
Where a type of school is given, foundation covers foundation schools 
and foundation schools with a foundation (trust schools).  Academy 
schools should be recorded by the individual type of academy school, 
namely, academy, free school, UTC or studio school. 
 
 
1. Local Authority school numbers 
 
Please give the total number of schools by type within your local authority as 
at 30 June 2014. 
 

Type of School 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils up to 
age 11 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils over 
age 11 

Number of all- 
through 
schools 

Community 31 2 0 
Voluntary Controlled 3 0 0 
Voluntary Aided 4 0 0 
Foundation 16 0 0 
Academy 13 14 0 
Free School 1 0 1 
UTC N/A 1 0 
Studio School 0 0 0 
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2. Admission Arrangements for Admissions in September 

2014 
 
The Code at paragraph 3.23 requires that each local authority must report on 
how well the admission arrangements for state-funded schools (of all types) in 
its local authority area serve the interests of the groups of children listed 
below. 
 
Please include details of any problems that have arisen for these children 
while allocating places for admissions in September 2014, for example any 
admission arrangements for own admission authority schools that could be 
interpreted as implying the school has some discretion over the admission of 
children who have a statement that names the school or looked after children 
and previously looked after children other than the permitted exceptions. 
 
(a) How well are the interests of looked after children served? 
 
Tick as appropriate:  Fully  √ In part   Not satisfactorily   
 
Comments:        
 
 
(b) How well are the interests of previously looked after children 
served? 
 
Tick as appropriate:  Fully  √ In part   Not satisfactorily   
 
Comments:        
 
 
(c) How well are the interests of children with disabilities served? 
 
Tick as appropriate:  Fully  √ In part   Not satisfactorily   
 
Comments:        
 
 
(d)  How well served are children who have special educational needs 

and who have a statement of special needs that names a school? 
 
Tick as appropriate:  Fully  √ In part   Not satisfactorily   
 
Comments:        
 
 
(e)  How well served are those children who have special needs, but do 

not have a statement?   
 

Tick as appropriate:  Fully  √ In part   Not satisfactorily   
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Comments:  This category of child receives positive discrimination under the 
LA Fair Access policy outside the normal admission round and the majority of 
schools include priority for children with exceptional medical/social 
circumstances in the normal round. 
 
 
 
3. Co-ordination of admissions 
 
A) During the normal admissions round 

 
Please assess the effectiveness of co-ordination of primary and secondary 
admissions for September 2014 in your local authority highlighting any 
particular strengths in the process and any problems. 
 
Primary 
 

(a) How well has the first year of operating the national offer day for 
primary places worked compared with when there was no specified 
national offer day? 

 
Tick as appropriate:   Better    The same   Less well   √ 
   

i) Any strengths of the new procedure?   
 

Comments:  No account appears to have been taken of school holiday 
periods which has meant that it shortened the time period to carry out the 
allocation procedure in order inform schools of their allocations prior to 16 
April. 
 

 
ii) Any problems encountered this year?  

 
Comments: Timing of the allocation date compared to school holiday dates. 
Now that there is a national date, it would be really helpful if there was a 
national advertising scheme to enforce the need to apply for a school place on 
time. 

 
 
Secondary 
 

(b) How well has the operation of national offer day worked for secondary 
admissions this year? 

 
Tick as appropriate:   Better than last year      

 The same  √   
 Less well than last year   

 
i) Any strengths? 
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Comments: Plymouth has grammar schools, results are published prior to 
the close date for application. We learnt from the previous year and 
improved the level of data we provide to parents in the results letter. 

 
 

ii) Any problems?   
 

Comments: Differing approach by LAs to the allocation date when it falls on 
a weekend or bank holiday. Plymouth LA and the neighbour LAs opted for 
the following working day but are aware that not all LAs did the same. 
Impact on us as minimal but could have been greater for other LAs. 

 
 
 
 
 

(c) If you have any UTCs or studio schools in your area, do you co-
ordinate admissions for entry at the relevant year group of entry to 
these schools? 

 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes √ No   N/A  
 
 
If YES, please explain how well the admissions process is working for these 
schools:    
Working well for the UTC – undercurrents of dissatisfaction from secondary 
schools who loose pupils to the UTC at a time when we have falling rolls. 
 
 
If NO do you have any evidence about how well the admission process is 
working for individual UTCs or studio schools?   
 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  No   
 
   If YES, please comment  
      
 
 
 
B) In-year admissions 
 
From September 2013 in-year admissions have not had to be co-ordinated by 
the local authority. 
 

(a)  How many pupils have needed a school place because they do not 
have one or parents have applied for a place as an in-year admission 
for any other reason between 1 September 2013 and 15 June 2014? 

 
For pupils up to age 11 For pupils over age 11 For Sixth Forms 

2058 674 Devolved to schools. 
Info not collected 
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(b)  Did you discuss with community and voluntary controlled schools the 

option of continuing to co-ordinate in-year admissions? 
 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  √ No    

 
Comments:  All schools were consulted and agreed that a local scheme 
should apply and wish the LA to carry out the function on their behalf.  
 

(c)  Did you discuss with own admission authority schools the option of 
continuing to co-ordinate in-year admissions? 
 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  √ No    

 
Comments:  All schools were consulted, the majority have chosen to stay 
within the local scheme with the LA co-ordinating admissions.  A couple prefer 
to run the process themselves but this has proved complicated for parents 
where they wish to apply for more than 1 school under equal preference and 
can lead to a duplication of work.  
 
 

 
 
 
 

(d)  Will the local authority continue to co-ordinate in-year admissions for 
any schools? 
 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  √ No    - as long as schools wish us 
to provide the service 
 
If YES, for which schools will it co-ordinate in-year admissions?: 

 

Type of School 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils up to 
age 11 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils over 
age 11 

Number of all- 
through 
schools 

Community 31 2 N/A 
Voluntary Controlled 3 0 N/A 
Voluntary Aided 3 0 N/A 
Foundation 16 0 N/A 
Academy 12 14 N/A 
Free School 1 0 1 
UTC N/A 1 N/A 
Studio School N/A N/A N/A 
 

(e)  If you have any information about how many schools parents approach 
before obtaining a place, please comment? 

 
Comments: The LA common application form allows parents to specify 3 
schools. As we co-ordinate for the vast majority of schools, we operate a ‘one 
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stop shop’ for parents. There is only 1 school who has chosen not to use the 
LA CAF and for whom parents may need to complete multiple forms. We 
would not hold data on the number of schools parents individually approach 
when seeking a place. 
 
 

(f)   How confident are you that the requirements of the Code at paragraph 
2.22 for schools to keep the local authority informed about applications 
and the outcomes are being met? 

 
Tick as appropriate: Very confident   confident  √   not confident    
 

(g)  Across your local authority area how well have in-year admissions 
worked this year? 

 
Tick as appropriate: Better than last year  
   The same as last year √ 
   Less well than last year  
 

(h)  Please comment on the effectiveness overall of in-year admission 
arrangements across all types of schools in your local authority. 

 
Comments:  

• Co-ordination allows the gathering of information across the LA rather 
than schools working in silo operation.  

• We are better placed to operate an effective Fair Access scheme and 
can monitor and inform pupil mobility across the City.  

• Co-ordination enables better tracking of children missing education.  
• Co-ordination also encourages Code compliance.  
• From the parent’s point of view, there is a usually a single point of 

contact.  
• Prevents ‘place blocking’ as parents need only apply to one place 

rather than hold multiple school places.  
• Allows the LA to see trends in reasons for pupil movement.  

 
On the negative side, there are too many in-year transfers and these changes 
could have a negative effect on a student’s academic performance. It would 
be preferable if the Code was more flexible and possibly more restrictive on 
in-year admissions in the best interest of the child.  
 
 
4. Fair Access Protocol 
 
The Code at paragraph 3.9 requires each local authority to have a Fair 
Access Protocol agreed with the majority of schools in its area.  Paragraph 
3.11 of the Code requires that all admission authorities must participate in the 
Fair Access Protocol. 
 

a) Please confirm that your local authority has a Fair Access Protocol 
that has been agreed with the majority of schools in your area. 
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Tick as appropriate:  Yes  √ No   
 
If NO, please explain:         
 
 

b) Although a majority of schools, and perhaps all, will have agreed the 
Fair Access Protocol, some may not have done so.  Please state how 
many schools have not agreed the Fair Access Protocol. 

 

Type of School 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils up to 
age 11 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils over 
age 11 

Number of all- 
through 
schools 

Community 0 0 0 
Voluntary Controlled 0 0 0 
Voluntary Aided 0 0 0 
Foundation 0 0 0 
Academy 0 0 0 
Free School 0 0 0 
UTC N/A 0 0 
Studio School N/A N/A N/A 
 

c) Where schools did not agree the Fair Access Protocol; please say why 
they did not agree. 

 
Comments: All agreed 
 
 

d) Have you reviewed your Fair Access Protocol since the School 
Admissions Code 2012 was introduced? 
 

Tick as appropriate:  Yes  √ No     
 

e) If NO, do you plan to do so in 2014/15? 
 

Tick as appropriate:  Yes     No     
 
If NO please say why not:        
 
 

 
f) (i) Please give your assessment of how well your Fair Access Protocol 

has worked in the academic year 2013/14 in placing children without 
a school place in schools in a timely manner. 

 
Tick as appropriate: Very well  Mostly well  Some difficulties √ 

 
(ii)  What is your general assessment of the working of the protocol 

compared with last year?  
 

Tick as appropriate:  More effective    as effective  √    less effective  
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(iii)  How frequently has the protocol been used to place a child 

compared with last year?  
 
Tick as appropriate: More frequently   same frequency  √  less frequently   
 

i) Have you had any specific problems in allocating a place through the 
protocol?  For example, where a school has been reluctant to accept a 
child. 

 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  √ No     
 

Comments: Problems encountered where a school has already gone 
over PAN to accept a child under FA. 
 
Schools reluctant to take managed transfer allocations of children part 
way through year 10 onwards as unable to match GCSE options etc. 
 
 
 

ii) Have you any examples of particularly effective collaboration and 
working?  For example, placing children in year 6 of a primary school or 
years 10 and 11 of a secondary school.    

 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  √ No     
 

Comments: The managed transfer process at Secondary phase 
education is a successful, collaborative way of working which has 
contributed to a significant reduction in the number of permanent 
exclusions in Plymouth. 
 

 
 

g)   How many children have been admitted to each type of school in the 
area under the protocol?  How many children have been refused 
admission to a school? 

 

Type of School 

Number of children 
admitted 

Number of children 
refused admission 

Schools 
for 

pupils 
up to 
age 11 

Schools 
for 

pupils 
over age 

11 

All- 
through 
schools 

Schools 
for 

pupils 
up to 
age 11 

Schools 
for 

pupils 
over 
age 11 

All- 
through 
schools 

Community 8 2 0 1 0 0 
Voluntary 
Controlled 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Voluntary Aided 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Foundation 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Academy 4 31 0 0 0 0 
Free School 0 0 0 0 0 0 
UTC N/A 0 0 N/A 3 0 
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Studio School N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 

h) If children have not been placed successfully in a school through the 
protocol, have you used the direction process to provide a place for a 
child? 
 

Tick as appropriate:  Yes √ No   N/A  
 

i) If YES, how many children have been placed and in which type of 
school as a result of a direction, including a direction via the EFA on 
behalf of the Secretary of State or after a referral to the Adjudicator? 
 

Type of School 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils up to 
age 11 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils over 
age 11 

Number of all- 
through 
schools 

Community 1 0 0 
Voluntary Controlled 0 0 0 
Voluntary Aided 0 0 0 
Foundation 0 0 0 
Academy 0 0 0 
Free School 0 0 0 
UTC N/A 0 0 
Studio School N/A N/A N/A 
 

j) Please add any other relevant information you wish to include in this 
section concerning Fair Access Protocols, for example, have you used 
the guidance issued by the Department for Education in November 
2012 (Link to advice) and has it proved useful? 

 
Comments:      
 
 
5. Admission Appeals 
 

a) Please provide details about the number of appeals lodged for 
admissions in September 2014 

 
 Lodged Settled 

(offered a 
place 

through a 
waiting 
list or 
other 

means - 
not 

continuing 
with 

appeal) 

Withdrawn 
(no place 

offered, but 
not 

proceeding 
with 

appeal)  

Appeals 
Heard  

Appeals 
Upheld 
(a place 
offered 

as a 
result of 

the 
appeal) 

Appeals 
Not 

Upheld 
(appeal 
failed, 

no place 
offered) 

Pupils up 53 1 2 0 0 0 

http://www.education.gov.uk/aboutdfe/advice/f00217650/fair-access-protocols-advice
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to age 11 
Pupils age 
11-16 

34 2 7 6 2 4 

Pupils over 
age 16 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Date up to 
which this 
information 
applies 

16/06/14 16/06/14 16/06/14 16/06/14 16/06/14 16/06/14 

 
Please note there will be an opportunity to update this data up until 
31 August 2014 - the update form is attached as an appendix so that you 
can return it separately if you wish at the end of August. 
 

b) Please add any comments about the appeals process in your area. 
 
Comments:      
 
 
 
6. Other Issues 
 
A. Publication of the local authority’s report 

 
Paragraph 3.23 of the Code requires each local authority to publish a copy of 
its report locally by 30 June. 
 

a) Please indicate where or how a copy of the report can be obtained by a 
member of the public:   

 
Tick as appropriate:   Local authority website  √  Hard copy    Other    
 
If OTHER please state how:        
 
 
If the report is not published by 30 June please provide details of when and 
where the report will be published:  
 
 

Comments:       
 
 
B. Objections to admission arrangements 

 
Paragraph 3.2 says “local authorities must refer an objection to the Schools 
Adjudicator if they are of the view or suspect that the admission arrangements 
that have been determined by other admission authorities are unlawful”.   
 

a) How many sets of admission arrangements of schools were queried by 
the local authority with schools that are their own admisison authority 
because they were considered not to comply with the Code?  
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Type of School 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils up to 
age 11 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils over 
age 11 

Number of all- 
through 
schools 

Voluntary Aided 0 0 0 
Foundation 0 0 0 
Academy 1 0 0 
Free School 0 0 0 
UTC N/A 0 N/A 
Studio School N/A N/A N/A 

 
b) How confident are you that all community, voluntary controlled and own 

admission authority admission arrangements are now fully compliant 
with the Code? 

 
Tick as appropriate:  very confident    confident    not confident  √  

 
c) How many schools did not send the local authority a copy of their full 

admission arrangements, including the supplementary information form 
(or the form by any other name, for example religious inquiry form) if 
one is used, by 1 May, as specified in paragraph 1.47 of the Code? 
 

Type of School 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils up to 
age 11 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils over 
age 11 

Number of all- 
through 
schools 

Voluntary Aided 0 0 0 
Foundation 0 0 0 
Academy 0 0 0 
Free School 0 0 0 
UTC N/A 0 N/A 
Studio School N/A N/A N/A 

 
C. Fraudulent applications 

 
(a) Is there any concern in your local authority about fraudulent 

applications? 
 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes √ No    
 

(b) Did the local authority make any offers on national offer days that were 
subsequently withdrawn as a result of a fraudulent application?  

 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  No √   
 

(c) If YES, how many for each type of school? 
 

Type of School 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils up to 
age 11 

Number of 
Schools for 
pupils over 
age 11 

Number of all- 
through 
schools 
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Community 0 0 0 
Voluntary Controlled 0 0 0 
Voluntary Aided 0 0 0 
Foundation 0 0 0 
Academy 0 0 0 
Free School 0 0 0 
UTC N/A 0 N/A 
Studio School N/A N/A N/A 
 

(d) What action is the LA taking to prevent fraudulent applications? 
 

Comment: Residence checks are on-going, too early to comment as to 
whether we may have an issue. It is of course a concern which is why we are 
checking against council tax records and requesting independent evidence 
where appropriate. If a place has been obtained fraudently, it will be 
withdrawn if the schools is oversubscribed. 
 
 
 
 
D. Summer born children 

 
The DfE issued guidance in July 2013 “Advice on the admission of summer 
born children” for local authorities, school admission authorities and parents 
(Link to advice).  The School Admissions Code at paragraph 2.16 deals with 
deferred entry and/or part-time attendance for children in the year they reach 
compulsory school age.  Paragraph 2.17 refers to the admisison of children 
outside their normal age group. 
 
(a) Do you keep data for any schools on the number of requests from parents 

who ask that their child is admitted to a class outside their normal age 
group?  
 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  No √   

 
(i) For community and voluntary controlled schools:      Yes   No √  

 
If YES, how many requests did you receive for admisison to a Reception 
class for a child who had reached the normal age for Year 1? 
 

Number: 0 
Comment: Whilst we do not keep the data, normal point of entry requests will 
come via the LA and we will be aware of out of age cohort requests. 
 

 
How many were subsequently agreed? 

 
Number: 0 
 
 

(ii)  For own admission authority schools:  Yes √  No    

http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/adminandfinance/schooladmissions/f00227046/advice-on-the-admission-of-summer-born-children
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If YES, how many requests were received for admission to the Reception 
Year for a child who had reached the normal age for Year 1? 

 
Number: 1 
 
 

How many were subsequently agreed? 
 
Number: 1 
 
 
(b) What reasons, if known, were given for seeking to delay the admission to 

reception of the child for a full school year? 
 

Comments: Exceptional medical condition – child had missed a significant 
amount of education due to health reasons 
 
 
(c) Any other comments the local authority has on the matter of admisison of 

summer born children. 
 

Comments: Very difficult to administer. We recognise a parents right in this 
respect but it does make school place planning very difficult. We also note 
that whilst the DFE is in favour of this provision, there have been some 
opposite judgements from OSA. 
 

 
 
E. Composite prospectus – admission to sixth form 

 
The School Information (England) Regulations 2008, regulation 5 requires the 
local authority to publish no later than 12 September in the offer year a 
composite prospectus for primary and secondary schools.  Regulation 6 deals 
with the manner of the publication of the prospectuses and schedule 2 to the 
regulations details the information to be included in a prospectus. 

Schedule 2, paragraph 14 says of what is to be included: “The determined 
admission arrangements for the school in relation to each relevant age group 
at the school (including ages above and below the compulsory school age) 
and, where the arrangements include a supplementary information form a 
copy of that form.” 

(a) How were the admission arrangements for admission to the sixth form 
of schools that admit students new to the school to year 12 included in 
a composite prospectus for admissions in September 2014? 

(i) With the admission arrangements for each school admission to the 
earlier relevant age group (for example Year 7) for admission?  

Tick as appropriate:  Yes  No √   
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or 

(ii) In a separate composite prospectus for the sixth form?   

Tick as appropriate:  Yes  No √   
 

or 

(iii) Other, please describe how the requirements of the regulations are 
met. 

 
Comments: Outlined in school prospectus and on LA website 
 
 

(b) If the requirements of the regulations were not met for admissions in 
2014, how will they be met for admissions in 2015? 

 
Comments: Although we do not produce a separate prospectus for sixth form 
parents, we believe that the information is easily available to them. We do not 
co-ordinate sixth form admission arrangements. 
 
 
 
F. Admission Forum 

 
(a) Does your local authority still have an admission forum? 

 
Tick as appropriate:  Yes  √ No    

 
If YES, which groups, (types of schools and other bodies) are represented 
on the Admission Forum? 

 
Comments: School reps: This is left for the school groups to decide. We try to 
include all groups where possible – community, academy, free, foundation 
trust, KS4, VA. We also include other local LAs, community reps, early years, 
parents, diocese, governors and parent partnership. 
 
 

How often does this forum meet?   
 

Comments: 3 times a year 
 
 

What do you see as the key benefits arising from this forum? 
 
Comments: Free exchange of information, ensure local needs are met 
 
 
G. Local Authority Issues 

 
(a) Please provide details of any other issues that you would like to raise 
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and comment on that are not already covered in this report. 
 
Comments: Removal of budgets previously held by the LA and now 
reassigned to schools has made it more difficult to address individual ad hoc 
need.  
 
 
 
Thank you for completing this report 
 
Please email your completed report to: OSA.TEAM@OSA.GSI.GOV.UK 
 
 


